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ABOUT THIS DISH  
 

Trofie hails from Golfo Paradiso (Gulf of Paradise, right next to 

Portofino) in the Liguria region, which is close to Genoa on the Western 

coast of Italy. However, even despite being so close in 
proximity, trofie was not commonly found in Genoa until the mid-

20th century. The word trofie comes from the Genoese 
word strufuggiâ, meaning “to rub”, which is a reference to how the 
dough is prepared. Trofie are twisted, rolled, and rubbed on a pastry 

board to give them their unique shape. Trofie is now most commonly 

served with a pesto sauce, like pesto alla Genovese, which is traditional 
basil pesto served with green beans and potatoes. The word pesto comes 

from the Genoese word pestâ, which means to crush. Early versions of 
pesto, dating all the way back to Ancient Rome, were crafted by crushing 

ingredients together in a pestle and mortar, which is where its name came 

from.  

METHOD 
1. Bring a large pot of salted water to the boil. 
2. Put the pesto in a large bowl. 

3. Cook the trofie in the boiling water for 2-3 minutes until ‘al dente’ 
(check a piece before removing from the pot). 

4. Add the potato and green beans to the water for the last few 

seconds of cooking.  

5. Transfer the trofie, potatoes, and green beans to the pesto. 
6. Plate and scatter with toasted pine nuts, parmesan, and washed basil 

leaves. 
7. Buon appetito! 
INGREDIENTS (allergens in bold): Fresh pasta (Wheat flour, Egg, Durum wheat 

flour), Extra virgin olive oil, Parmesan cheese, Basil, Pine nuts, Potato, Green beans, 

Salt, Black pepper 
GARNISH INGREDIENTS: Toasted pine nuts, Basil, Parmesan cheese 

Keep refrigerated, consume within 3 days of delivery- 
FREEZING: The product can be frozen (ideally on day of delivery) and keeps for 2 

months in the freezer. The pasta can be cooked directly from frozen. The sauce 
needs to be defrosted, either overnight in the fridge, or by putting it (still sealed in 

the bag) in boiling water for 4-5 minutes, until thawed & heated through. 
 
This food has been prepared in a kitchen that also prepares molluscs, mustard, nuts, 
gluten, fish, crustaceans, and therefore may contain traces of these. 
 


